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DETACHABLE CABLE MANAGER 

The present invention relates to a cable manager for arrang 
ing a plurality of electronic data cables in ?xed positions for 
presentation to corresponding connection positions of an 
electronic communications connector block. 

BACKGROUND 

Electronic data cables are used in modern communication 
systems to carry voice and data signals between transmitters 
and receivers. Electronic data cables typically consist of a 
number of twisted pairs of insulated copper conductors held 
together as a cable in a common insulating jacket. Each 
twisted pair of conductors is used to carry a single stream of 
information. The two conductors are twisted together, at a 
certain twist rate, so that any external electromagnetic ?elds 
tend to in?uence the two conductors equally, thus a twisted 
pair is able to cancel much crosstalk C(T) caused by electro 
magnetic coupling from external sources. In a cable, adjacent 
twisted pairs are typically twisted at different twist rates so 
that each pair is still exposed to alternating lengths of the two 
conductors of its neighbouring pair. If all twist rates were the 
same, then one wire of a twisted pair would approximately be 
the same distance from one of the wires of its neighbouring 
twisted pair, thus allowing the ?rst wire to constantly have the 
same electromagnetic coupling from a single wire of its 
neighbour along the wire length. Using different twist rates in 
one cable reduces crosstalk between twisted pairs. 

High bandwidth communication systems may require a 
number of cables to be routed together in a cable bundle. 
When two lengths of cable are bundled in parallel, twisted 
pairs in neighbouring cables may have equal twist rates, and 
thus crosstalk (unbalanced electromagnetic coupling) 
between twisted pairs with the same twist rate, carrying dif 
ferent signals, will be more likely to occur than between 
twisted pairs in each cable. Electromagnetic coupling of sig 
nals between twisted pairs in adjacent cables is referred to as 
alien crosstalk (AXT). 

Cable managers are used to locate ends of the cables in a 
cable bundle in ?xed positions for presentation to correspond 
ing connection positions of a connector block arranged in a 
communications equipment rack. Cable managers have pre 
viously included a plurality of channels, each being shaped to 
at least partially receive a corresponding terminal end of a 
cable. The plurality of channels diverge from a common point 
on the cable manager that is remote from the connector block. 
The channels fan out from the common point towards the 
corresponding connection positions of the connector block 
coupled thereto. The cable manager may allow undesirable 
levels of alien crosstalk between conductors of different 
cables for high bandwidth communication due to undesirable 
placement of the cables. 

It is desirable to address one or more of the above-de 
scribed di?iculties, or at least provide a useful alternative. 

SUMMARY 

In accordance with the present invention, there is provided 
anA cable manager for arranging a plurality of electronic data 
cables in ?xed positions for presentation to corresponding 
connection positions of an electronic communications con 
nector block, including a plurality of cable guides for secur 
ing sections of the cables in spaced apart positions so that they 
converge at a common location remote from the cable man 

ager. 
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2 
Preferably, a distance x between said common location and 

the connection positions is suf?ciently large to reduce alien 
crosstalk between data cables when in use below the Power 
Sun Alien Near End Cross Talk limit required for a Class F 
channel in ISO/IEC communications standard 1180112002 
Final Draft Amendment 1. 

Preferably, a distance x between the common location and 
the connection positions is suf?ciently large to reduce alien 
crosstalk between data cables when in use below the Power 
Sun Alien Near End Cross Talk limit required for a Category 
6A channel in TIA/EIA communications standard TIA/EIA 
5 68-B.2-10. 

Preferably, wherein a convergence angle 0t between the 
common location and two outermost connection positions of 
the connector block is less than 90 degrees. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Preferred embodiments of the invention are hereafter 
described, by way of example only, with reference to the 
accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a plan view of a 
cable manager shown connected to a connector block and an 

arrangement of cables; 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic illustration of a perspective view 

of the cable manager shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic illustration of a part cross sec 

tional view of the cable manager shown in FIG. 1 through the 
line A-A; 

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of a plan view of the 
cable manager shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic illustration of an underside view 
of the cable manager shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic illustration of a front view of the 
cable manager shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic illustration of a side view of the 
cable manager shown in FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic illustration of a perspective view 
of the cable manager connected to the connector block shown 
in FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

A cable manager 10 shown in FIGS. 1 to 8 is used to 
arrange a plurality of electronic data cables 31 in ?xed posi 
tions for presentation to corresponding connection positions 
32 of an electronic communications connector block 34. The 
cable manager includes a plurality of cable guides 12 for 
securing sections of the cables 31 in spaced apart positions so 
that they converge at a common location 36 remote from the 
cable manager 34. 

Alien crosstalk between cables 31 is particularly strong at 
the point where signals are transmitted into the cables 31. As 
signals travel along one of the cables 31 they tend to attenuate, 
and thereby reduce the external electromagnetic interference 
caused by any given electrical pulse as it travels along a length 
of one of the cables 31. In communications installations, 
however, it is advantageous to terminate many cables 31 in a 
con?ned space, for example, in a communications equipment 
rack and/ or on a connector block 34. In the arrangement 
shown in FIG. 1, not drawn to scale, the cable manager 10 
positions the cables 31 in a way that reduces alien crosstalk 
which arises in high bandwidth communications. Pairs 16 of 
cable guides 12 are arranged such that when cables 31 are 
held by the respective pairs 16 of cable guides 12, the cables 
31 extend in “fanned” con?guration from relatively more 
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widely spaced locations adjacent a front edge 26 of the cable 
manager 10 to relatively more less spaced locations adjacent 
a back edge 27. 

The cable manager 10 is releasably ?ttable (i.e coupleable) 
to the connector block 34. When so connected, a front side 26 
of the cable manager 10 is preferably adjacent the connector 
block 34, and the back side 27 of the cable manager is spaced 
apart therefrom. The cable manager 10 includes clips 24, 25 
projecting outwardly from opposite ends of the front side 26 
towards the connector block 34. The clips 24, 25 facilitate 
attachment to the connector block 34. The connector block 34 
is guided onto the clips 24, 25 so that they at least partially 
extend into the connector block 34. The connector block 34 
and the cable manager 10 are forced together until the clips 
24, 25 lock it into ?xed positions. The cable manager 10 also 
has projections 18, projecting outwardly from the sides of the 
cable manager 10 adjacent opposite ends of the back side 27, 
which are used as ?nger grips and incorporate a screwdriver 
location for removal of the cable manager 10 from a mounting 
frame (e.g. a wall-mounted equipment frame). 

The pair 16 of cable guides 12 is aligned along a common 
axis, and is adapted to secure a cable 31 in a substantially 
linearposition between the connectorblock 34 and a common 
location 36 at the rear of the communications rack where the 
plurality of cables 31 converge into a bundle, for example. 
The plurality of electronic data cables 31 are secured by the 
cable manager 10 for presentation to respective ones of a 
plurality of connection positions 32 on the electronic com 
munications connector block 34. The cables 31 secured in 
position by the cable manager 10 converge at the common 
location 36, which is remote from the connection positions 
32. Thus, the cables 31 are brought into close proximity only 
after electronic signals entering the cables 31 at the connec 
tion positions 32 have reduced in amplitude (due to attenua 
tion in each cable 31). Each pair 16 of cable guides 12 thereby 
de?nes a channel extending between a corresponding con 
nection position 32 of the connector block 34 and the com 
mon location 36. 

The cable manager arranges the cables 31 so that a conver 
gence angle (0t), is less than 90 degrees. The convergence 
angle (0t) is the angle formed at the intersection of lines that 
pass through the outermost pairs 16 of cable guides 12 of the 
cable manager 10. The cables 31 are spaced apart for a dis 
tance back from the connector block 34 to reduce the alien 
cross talk to below a selected noise level. 
A distance “x”, as shown in FIG. 1, between the common 

location 36 and the connectionpositions 32 is selected to be as 
large as possible within the constraints (e.g. positioning and 
size) of the mounting frame of the connector block 34. A 
distance “y”, also shown in FIG. 1, is the distance between the 
most remote of the connection positions 32 and is determined 
by the size of the connector block 34, and the spacing of the 
connection positions 32 for the cables 31. The distance “y” is 
for example the distance between a pair of Insulation Dis 
placement Contacts (IDCs) 35 for a twisted pair 33 of a ?rst 
twist rate of a ?rst electronic data cable 31 secured at the far 
side of the cable manager 10 and the pair of IDCs correspond 
ing to the twisted pair 33 with the ?rst twist rate of a second 
cable secured on the other far side of the cable manager 10. 
The distance “y” may also be between the central points of the 
most remote connection positions. In practice, the distance 
“x” is typically approximately equal to the distance ‘y’ as 
shown in FIG. 1. For example the distance “x” between the 
common location 36 and the connection positions 32 is typi 
cally approximately 170 mm, and the distance “y” between 
the most remote connection positions 32 of the connector 
block 10, with “y” being measured between the centres of the 
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4 
most remote connection positions 32, is typically approxi 
mately 150 mm. The convergence angle (0t) may in practice 
be as large at 60 degrees, as determined by the space con 
straints. Typically, however, the convergence angle (0t) is 
approximately 48 degrees. 

Increased spacing of cables 31 in the regions closest to the 
connector block 34 advantageously decreases alien crosstalk 
below a selected noise level. Advantageously, the selected 
noise level is that de?ned as channel limits in one of two 
communications standards: TIA/EIA and ISO/IEC. The com 
bined effect of alien crosstalk is measured as the Power Sum 
Alien Near End Cross Talk (PS ANEXT). The channel limit 
for TIA/EIA is de?ned in the SP-3-4426-AD10-B document 
(draft 5.0)iwhich is to be published as TIA/EIA-568-B.2 
10—with reference to the Category 6A channel limit. The 
channel limit for ISO/IEC is de?ned in the ISO/IEC 11801: 
2002 Final Draft Amendment 1 document, with reference for 
the Class F channel limit. 
The spacing between adjacent pairs of cables 31 is substan 

tially equal so that crosstalk reduction between all adjacent 
pairs of cables 31 is substantially equal. 
The cables 31 are secured so as to only bend by a small 

angle when joining into a parallel bundle at location 36. A 
minimum bending of the cables 31 at location 36 may reduce 
alien crosstalk between cables 31 below a selected noise 
level. 

Each electronic data cable 31 includes four twisted pairs 33 
of conductors, as shown in FIG. 1. Each twistedpair 33 is split 
from its corresponding data cable 31 between the connector 
block 34 and the corresponding pair 16 of cable guides 12. 
Each twisted pair 33 is seated in the connector block 34 in the 
corresponding pair of IDCs at the corresponding connection 
position 32 of the cable 31 of the twisted pair 33. Advanta 
geously, the twisted pairs 33 are split at a point closer to the 
pair 16 of cable guides 12 than the connection position 32; 
this allows the twisted pairs to be placed ?at across the upper 
face of the connector block 34, thereby providing a slimmer 
vertical pro?le than if the cables 31 were to extend onto the 
upper face of the connector block 34. The advantage of this 
slimmer vertical pro?le is that, when a plurality of connector 
blocks 34 are stacked vertically in a mounting rack or frame, 
there is more vertical space between adjacent connector 
blocks for the placement of a patch plug, for example, there 
between. The length of each twisted pair 33, between the 
point where it is split from its cable 31 and its corresponding 
IDC at the connection position 32, is preferably substantially 
equal to maintain an equal length for twisted pair 33 between 
the IDC and the other terminating end of the twisted pair 33 
(for example, in a second connector block at the other termi 
nating end of its cable 31). Substantially equal lengths of 
twisted pairs 33 provide for a selected level of timing syn 
chronicity between signals in the pairs, preferably at a level 
required for Category 6A standard communications. 
As shown in FIG. 2, the cable manager 10 includes a 

generally planar base plate 11 upon which are mounted a 
plurality of cable guides 12, each of which is adapted to 
secure one of the electronic data cable 31 to the plate 11. The 
cable guides 12 include clips that are of somewhat inverted 
“L” shape. The cable guides 12 are arranged in pairs 16. Each 
pair of cable guides 12 is positioned in a spaced relationship 
along the intended path of a respective cable 31. 
As shown in FIG. 3, the cable guides 12 of each pair 16 are 

similar. Each includes a clip having a ?rst portion 13 extend 
ing from the base plate 11 leading to a second clip portion 14 
that extends above over the surface of the base plate 11 in 
spaced relationship thereto, and a third downwardly depend 
ing clip portion 15 extending from the end of the second 
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portion remote from the ?rst portion 13 downwardly a short 
distance towards the surface of the base plate 11. The clips are 
each therefore of somewhat hook-shape, with one “leg” of the 
hook longer than the other and joining to the base plate 11. 
The ?rst portions 13 of each pair 16 of clips are located at 
opposite sides of the path of the respective cable 31 to be 
secured by the pair 16 of cable guides 12. In addition, 
upstanding protrusions 22 are provided on the surface of the 
base plate 11 and spaced apart in the intended direction of 
extent of the cable 31, at locations below but spaced from the 
third clip portion 15. The clips and protrusions 22 are posi 
tioned and con?gured such that a suitably dimensioned cable 
31 can be slid between the protrusions and the second portion 
14 by transverse movement of the cable 31 adjacent the sur 
face of the base plate 1 1, such that under resilient deformation 
of the clip and/or the cable 31, the cable 31 can be squeezed 
over the protrusions 22 and under the third portion 15 to be 
captured by the clip between the ?rst, second and third por 
tions 13, 14, 15 thereof and the surface of the base plate 11 and 
its protrusions 22, by reversion of the clip and/the cable 31 to 
the initial form thereof under natural resilience thereof. The 
cable 31, once captured by the clip, is secured without sub 
stantial deformation, which may advantageously reduce 
cross talk and electronic interference. Advantageously, a 
cable 31 with a non-circular cross section, is secured by the 
clip without being substantially deformed in cross-section, 
thus maintaining the cross-talk performance of the cable 31. 

FIG. 3 shows a cross-sectional view of an electronic data 
cable 31 secured by a clip and protrusion 22. Each cable is 
secured by a pair 16 ofclips; the two clips in a pair 16 face in 
opposite directions to grip the cable from opposite sides. 

In an alternative cable manager 10, the cables 31 are 
secured in their corresponding ?xed positions for presenta 
tion to the corresponding plurality of connection positions 32 
on the electronic communications block 34 by means of cable 
guides 12 formed in the body of the cable manager 10, or 
attached to the body of the cable manager 10. The cable 
guides 12 may be non-conducting clamps, channels shaped in 
the cable manager 10, or other structures ?xable in relation to 
each other and the connector block 34. 

It is to be appreciated that the embodiments of the invention 
described above with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings have been given by way of example only and that modi 
?cation and additional components may be provided to 
enhance the performance of the apparatus. 

Throughout this speci?cation and the claims which follow, 
unless the context requires otherwise, the word ‘comprise,’ 
and variations such as ‘comprises’ and ‘comprising,’ will be 
understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step, 
or group of stated integers or steps. 

The reference in this speci?cation to any prior publication 
(or information derived from it), or to any matter which is 
known, is not, and should not be taken as an acknowledgment 
or admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publi 
cation (or information derived from it) or known matter forms 
part of the common general knowledge in the ?eld of endeav 
our to which this speci?cation relates. 
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-continued 

LIST OF PARTS 

12 cable guide 
13 ?rst portion 
14 second portion 
15 third portion 
16 pairs 
18 projections 
22 protrusions 

24, 25 clip features 
26 front edge 
27 back edge 
31 cable 
32 connection positions 
33 twisted pair 
34 connector block 
35 pair of IDCs 
3 6 common location 

38 convergence angle 0t 
40 distance x 

42 distance y 

The claims de?ning the invention are as follows: 
1. A cable manager for arranging a plurality of electronic 

data cables in ?xed positions for presentation to correspond 
ing connection positions of an electronic communications 
connector block, the cable manager comprising: 

a base plate having a ?rst side and a second side; 
a plurality of cable guides arranged on the base plate to 

de?ne a plurality of spaced, linear channels extending 
generally between the ?rst and second sides of the base 
plate, the cable guides being con?gured to secure sec 
tions of the electronic data cables to the base plate, and 
each channel being oriented at an angle relative to each 
other channel to direct the electronic data cables to con 
verge at a common location remote from the cable man 

ager. 
2. The cable manager claimed in claim 1, wherein the base 

plate de?nes a substantially planar surface, and wherein the 
cable guides are arranged on the substantially planar surface. 

3. The cable manager claimed in claim 2, wherein the cable 
guides are arranged in pairs, each pair de?ning one of the 
linear channels, each of the linear channels extending 
between a corresponding connection position of the connec 
tor block and said common location. 

4. The cable manager claimed in claim 3, wherein the cable 
guides include clips adapted to receive the sections of the 
electronic data cables and to secure the electronic data cables 
to the cable manager. 

5. The cable manager claimed in claim 4, wherein each clip 
includes a corresponding upstanding protrusion arranged 
such that one of the electronic data cables can be slid between 
one of the clips and the corresponding protrusion by trans 
verse movement of the cable. 

6. The cable manager claimed in claim 5, wherein each clip 
and corresponding protrusion are shaped to resiliently engage 
the electronic data cable and thereby secure the electronic 
data cable to the cable manager. 

7. The cable manager claimed in claim 1, further compris 
ing a fastener for releasably coupling the cable manager to the 
connector block. 

8. The cable manager claimed in claim 7, further compris 
ing a fastener for coupling the cable manager to a wall 
mounted equipment frame. 

9. The cable manager claimed in claim 1, wherein the cable 
manager reduces alien crosstalk between the electronic data 
cables when in use. 
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10. The cable manager claimed claim 1, wherein a distance 
X between said common location and the connection posi 
tions is suf?ciently large to reduce alien crosstalk between the 
electronic data cables when in use. 

11. The cable manager claimed in claim 1, wherein a dis 
tance X between the common location and the connection 
positions is as great as possible within the con?nes of an 
equipment rack that seats the electronic communications con 
nector block. 

12. The cable manager claimed in claim 1, wherein a dis 
tance X between the common location and the connection 
positions is greater than half of a distance y between the most 
remote of the connection positions. 

13. The cable manager claimed in claim 1, wherein a dis 
tance X between the common location and the connection 
positions is greater than or equal to a distance y between the 
most remote of the connection positions. 

14. The cable manager claimed in claim 1, wherein a dis 
tance X between the common location and the connection 
positions is substantially equal to 170 mm and a distance y 
between the most remote of the connection positions is sub 
stantially equal to 150 mm. 

15. The cable manager claimed in claim 3, wherein a con 
vergence angle 0t formed at an intersection of the electronic 
data cables routed through the outermost pairs of cable guides 
of the cable manager is less than 90 degrees. 
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16. The cable manager claimed in claim 15, wherein the 

convergence angle 0t formed at the intersection is less than or 
equal to 60 degrees. 

17. The cable manager claimed in claim 16, wherein the 
convergence angle 0t formed at the intersection is less than 30 
degrees. 

18. The cable manager as claimed in claim 4, wherein each 
clip de?nes a hook shape. 

19. A connection system comprising: 
a connector block de?ning a plurality of connection posi 

tions; 
a cable manager including a plurality of cable guides 

arranged on a base plate, the base plate including clips 
con?gured to fasten the cable manager to the connector 
block, the cable guides being arranged in pairs to de?ne 
channels through which cables can be routed, the pairs 
of cable guides being arranged to orient the channels in 
a non-parallel con?guration; and 

a plurality of cables each eXtending from a ?rst end to a 
second end, each cable including at least one twisted pair 
of conductors, wherein the twisted pair of each cable 
eXtends from the ?rst end of the cable to one of the 
connection positions de?ned by the connector block, 
and wherein the second ends of the cables converge at a 
common location. 

* * * * * 
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